Lasers' spectral and temporal profile can affect visual glare disability.
Experiments measured the effects of laser glare on visual orientation and motion perception. Laser stimuli were varied according to spectral composition and temporal presentation as subjects identified targets' tilt (Experiment 1) and movement (Experiment 2). The objective was to determine whether the glare parameters would alter visual disruption. Three spectral profiles (monochromatic Green vs. polychromatic White vs. alternating Red-Green) were used to produce a ring of laser glare surrounding a target. Two experiments were performed to measure the minimum contrast required to report target orientation or motion direction. The temporal glare profile was also varied: the ring was illuminated either continuously or discontinuously. Time-averaged luminance of the glare stimuli was matched across all conditions. In both experiments, threshold (deltaL) values were approximately 0.15 log units higher in monochromatic Green than in polychromatic White conditions. In Experiment 2 (motion identification), thresholds were approximately 0.17 log units higher in rapidly flashing (6, 10, or 14 Hz) than in continuous exposure conditions. Monochromatic extended-source laser glare disrupted orientation and motion identification more than polychromatic glare. In the motion task, pulse trains faster than 6 Hz (but below flicker fusion) elevated thresholds more than continuous glare with the same time-averaged luminance. Under these conditions, alternating the wavelength of monochromatic glare over time did not aggravate disability relative to green-only glare. Repetitively flashing monochromatic laser glare induced occasional episodes of impaired motion identification, perhaps resulting from cognitive interference. Interference speckle might play a role in aggravating monochromatic glare effects.